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Abstract
Photocatalytic-degradation process of Safranin-T dye in this article has been investigated by using prepared
nanocomposite and solar lamp. Zinc oxide/vanadium pentoxide nanocomposite was prepared using “hydrothermal
processes”. The degradation of dye was performed by irradiated aqueous suspended solutions containing different
concentrations of dye using 0.2g/100ml of nanocomposite. The effect of various factors on the
photocatalytic-degradation process of Safranin-T dye was tested to reach an optimal state, where they involve the
effect of the nanocomposite mass and the effect of Safranin-T dye concentration the effect of light intensity and effect
of temperature. The activation energy has been calculated equal 28.84 kJ.mole-1 The irradiated solutions were 59
studied using UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
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Introduction
One of the most important causes of pollution of
water sources is throwing factory waste directly
into water sources without treating them, knowing
that these materials contain many high-risk dyes,
that cause many diseases dangerous to human
health (Misriyani et al., 2015), (Gaya and Abdullah,
2008), (Liao et al., 2010). There are many methods
used to treat these harmful wastes, the most
important of which is the advanced oxidation
processes (AOP) which is used for the photodegradation of harmful wastes (Pereira et al.,
2011). AOPs are depends primarily on the
formation of the reactive-species such as “hydroxyl
radicals” Capable of oxidizing many organic
pollutants quickly and non-selectively (Yuliati et al.,
2017), (Syafei et al., 2017), (Mallakpour and
Khadem, 2016). When a nanocomposite is

irradiated with a UV lamp with an energy equal to
or greater than the band gap energy of the
prepared composite, electrons in the valence band
of the semiconducting oxide are excited (promoted)
from the valence band to the conduction band,
forming electron-hole pairs. The excitons created
by the photo can be retained in aqueous solution by
dissolved oxygen, forming reactive hydroxyl
radicals that can attack and mineralize the
adsorbed organic dye molecules. (Akhavan et al.,
2011), (Olajire and Olajide, 2014), (Chijioke-Okere
et al., 2019).
“Safranine T dye” a cationic dye derived from an
aromatic amine with molecular formula:C20H19ClN4.
Safranin T typically has the chemical structure
shown below:
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of Safranine T dye

Safranine T dye has been widely utilized in the
synthetic fiber, leather, paper dyeing, and food
coloring sectors, among others. On the other hand,
in the biological field, it works as a staining agent
and photosensitizer. Safranin is also used as redox
indicator in analytical chemistry (Mostafa et al.,
2018) (Bhavani et al., 2018), (Malik, 2004).
Experimental Section
1- Chemicals
a- Zinc
acetate
dehydrate,
were supplied by Fluka.
b- Oxalic
acid,
were supplied by Fluka (Buchs, Switzerl
and)
c- Zinc oxide, (100) mesh particle size,
purity (99 %), supplied by Fluka AG.
d- Vanadium pentoxide, was obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA)
e- Safranine T dye, e supplied by sigma –
Aldrich.
f- Ethanol, were sourced from Fluka.
No further purification was performed on any of
the compounds.
2- Synthesis of ZnO/ V2O5 Nanocomposite
The nanocomposite ZnO/V2O5 was synthesized
using the hydrothermal process, which is a
technique for growing single crystals from aqueous
solutions in an autoclave (a thick-walled and sealed
vessel) at elevated temperatures and pressures.
Firstly zinc acetate dehydrate (5 g) were dissolved
in 50ml distilled water with continuous stirring for
15 min, in the same time 3 g of oxalic acid were
dissolved in in 50ml distilled water with string for
15 min after that mixing two solution with string to
prepared zinc oxide nanoparticle. 1g of V2O5 were
dissolved in in 70ml distilled water and added to
the mixture of zinc oxide nanoparticle with
continuous stirring until get homogeneous solution.
The final mixture was transferred into the stainless
steel autoclave (a thick-walled and sealed vessel).
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The hydrothermal synthesis was maintained at 180
C for 12 h. The precipitate was taken out from the
autoclaves at room temperature and washed
several times with deionized water and ethanol to
remove all the impurities, after that all the final
products were filtered and dried at 60 C overnight
in a vacuum oven. Finally, the mixture powders
were calcined at 200, 300,500C in the air for 2 h to
obtain ZnO / V2O5 composites.
3- Photocatalytic decomposition of safranin T dye
using ZnO/V2O5 composites. We conducted
photocatalytic degradation tests on safranin T
dye in aqueous solution using a ZnO/V2O5
nanocomposite as the photo catalyst. A
specially developed photo reactor was
employed to conduct the entire experiment,
which is divided into two halves. The first was
employed to chill the suspension solution by
the passage of cooling water. The second
component contains a suspension solution with
a capacity of (100 ml) for degraded dye. Using
distilled water, a 100ppm stock solution of
safranin T dye solutions was created. Through
stirring, a suspension solution mixture for each
dye concentration was obtained. By adding 0.2 60
g of ZnO/V2O5 nanocomposite to 100 ml of each
color and stirring, a suspension mixture was
formed. The respective suspension solution
mixtures have been irradiated with an
ultraviolet light source mounted on a bench top.
Approximately 2-3 ml of each sample was
obtained using a syringe at 10-minute intervals,
spun at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes, and the
absorption of all samples was determined using
a UV-Vis spectrophotometer.

Fig. 2. Main parts of the photocatalytic-cell used in Photcatalyticdegradation of Safranin-T dye
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Result and Discussion
1- Mass Effect of ZnO /V2O5 Nanocomposite on
Photocatalytic-degradation of the Safranin-T dye
The mass effect of ZnO/ V2O5 nanocomposite on
Photocatalytic-degradation of Safranin-T dye, has
been studied using 20ppm of dye, airflow rate 10ml
/ min, at room temperature. When the mass of
vanadium pentoxide is increased until it reaches
0.2g/100ml, the photocatalytic degradation of
Safranin-T
dye
increases
gradually
and
subsequently drops gradually. When the ZnO/V2O5
nanocomposite
mass is
0.2g/100ml,
the
semiconductor can achieve the greatest light
absorption. The decline in photo degradation
efficiency associated with mass concentrations of
ZnO/V2O5 nanocomposite more than 0.2 g/100 ml
is due to “light absorption” in the first layers of
Safranin-T dye; the remaining layers of solution

don’t receive “light photons”. Additionally, “light
scattering”
occurs
with
high
ZnO/V2O5
nanocomposite loading, resulting in a drop in
photon intensity and substantial absorption of light
through the first successive layers of solution,
effectively blocking light from passing through all
subsequent layers in the reaction vessel. Numerous
researchers have examined this impact. (Ashwin et
al., 2017), (Hu et al., 2010), (Chakrabarti and Dutta,
2004), ( Hazim et al., 2014) When the loading mass
of ZnO/V2O5 nanocomposite is less than the optimal
value of 0.2 g/100 ml, the rate of photo degradation
of Safranin-T dye also decreases. This is because
the mass of ZnO/ V2O5 nanocomposite decreases,
which results in a decrease in the surface area of
ZnO/ V2O5 nanocomposite, which results in a
decrease in light absorption by ZnO/ V2O5.

61

Fig. 3. Variation in (At/A0) with time of irradiation at 20 ppm of the prepared dye

2- Effect of Initial Dye Concentration of Safranin-T on
the Photocatalytic-Degradation Process
The effect of Safranin-T dye solution concentration
in the photocatalytic-degradation processes in the
range (20-90 ppm) was tested by keeping all the
other experimental conditions constant.
The results are plotted in figure (4). These results
indicate that the rate of photocatalytic degradation
decreased as the original dye concentration
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increased. As the initial Safranin-T dye
concentration falls, the path length of the photon
entering the solution reduces, increasing the
number of photons reaching the catalyst surface
and hence the rate of synthesis of hydroxyl radicals
and super oxide ions. (Aseel et al., 2020), (Sadiq et
al., 2019), (Rattan et al., 2008).
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Fig. 4. Variation in (At/A0) with time of irradiation at different concentrations of dye

3- The Effect of Light Intensity on Photodegradation
of Safranin-T Dye Using ZnO/ V2O5 Nanocomposite
Numerous tests were conducted to investigate the
effect of light intensity on photocatalytic
degradation of Safranin-T dye at light intensities
ranging from (3 to 9) mW/cm2. Consistent with the
original Safranin-T dye concentration of 20 ppm,
the produced ZnO/V2O5 catalyst dose was 0.2
g/100cm3, 10cm3 /min flow rate of an air bubble at
room temperature. The results in Figure (5)

indicate that as the light intensity increased, the
dye breakdown process accelerated. (Patil et al.,
2014), (Al-gubury and Mohammed, 2016), (Qin et
al., 2016). This could be explained by the enhanced
photon production required for electron transport 62
from the catalyst's valence band to its conduction
band. The light intensity of 9 mW/cm2 is sufficient
to achieve a photo degradation efficiency of 95.61
percent.
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Fig. 5. Variation in (At/A0) with irradiation time at different light intensity
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Fig. 6. Photocatalytic degradation efficiency using 0.2g / 100 ml ZnO / V2O5 nanocomposite and 20 ppm of safranine-T dye

4- Temperature Effect on Photocatalytic-degradation
of Safranin-T Dye
A series of experiments were done for studding the
influence of temperature on photocatalytic
degradation of Safranin-T dye in range
(298 – 313 )k. By conservation other experimental
conditions apply constant at initial Safranin-T dye
concentration of 20 ppm, prepared ZnO/ V2O5
catalyst dosage was 0.2 g /100cm3. The results in
Figure(7) show that the degradation process of dye

progressively increased with increase in the
temperature, this may be due to the increased
reactive hydroxyl radical obstetrics. (Algubury,
2016), (Chen et al., 2014), (Algubury, 2016).
The activation energy associated with the 63
photodegrdation of dye was calculated according to
the Arrhenius equation by plot of In k versus 1/T
(Figure 8), which gives 28.83 ±1 kJ.mol-1.

Figure 7. Change of “ln (A0 / At)” with time of irradiation at different temperature using UV radiation, initial Safranin-T dye concentrations = 20
ppm, amount of photo catalyst = 0.20 g / 100 cm3
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Fig. 8. Arrhenius plot of safranine-T dye

Conclusion
In this article zinc oxide/vanadium pentoxide
nanocomposite was prepared using hydrothermal
method. The photocatalytic degradation processes
of safranine-T depended on the amount of “catalyst
dosage” and the optimum value equal 0.2 gm / 100
cm3 of ZnO/V2O5 nanocomposite. The effect of dye
concentration has been studied the optimum value
of safranine-T dye 20ppm.The light intensity
9mW/cm2.
The
photocatalytic-degradation
“decrease” with “increase” concentration of
safranine-T due to the decrease of the
concentration OH- adsorbed on the catalyst surface.
The photocatalytic-degradation of safranine-T
increases with the increase of light intensity. The
percentage
efficiency
of
The
photocatalytic-degradation safranine-T equals
95.61 %.The activation energy has been calculated
=28.84kJ.mol-1.
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